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IiTRODUCTIO 
The weight at which hogs should be marketed is a controversial 
issue confronting the swine industry . The producer is prompted by the 
nutritionist to market hogs at a weight which feed efficiency is most 
de irable . This sugge ted weight is 20 to 50 lb . lighter than the 
average 231 lb . 1 market hog at the present time . The producer normally 
markets at heavier weights as fewer animals are ne d d to attain the 
desired net sales . Not only do lighter hogs produce more gain on less 
fed . but generally they produce a carcass with less ft and a greater 
proportion of lean . Thi lighter carcass produces th weight wholesale 
cuts which sell at a premium price and leaner retail cuts which are more 
desirable to th consumer. Even with these advantages the proc s or is 
still reluctant to purchase light weight hogs . His action is supported 
-
by the fact that th slaughtering cost is prorated on a per head basis 
while sales ar on a pound basis . 
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Lack of q lity is on of the primary criticisms of the carcases 
from light weight hog . Quality refers to th amount of marbling (intra-
muscular fat) as well as th firmness and color of the lean mat . The 
. opinion that most pale • soft , watery cuts come from light wight car-
cases may be omewhat unjust . Many m diwn and heavy weight carcase 
encountered in the coolers and carcass contest exhibit thi same und -
sirable characteri tic . R gardle s of the weight of hog po s ~sing these 
characteristics, lack of quality is a definite problem . It is a problem 
1Live took 2~ Situation. Jan . 1963, p . 11 . 
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to the processor who experienc excess weight losses in the proc ssin 
of a cured product from the soft , watery cuts . The retailer also encoun-
ters a problem in attempting to attractively merchandise pale , soft cuts 
with a watery exudation. The consumer prefers firm , light- pink colored 
cuts , a they pos ess eye appeal . In considering amount of marbling , the 
consumer may purchase chops with little marbling simply for leanness , 
altho · h after consumption a prefer nee for marbling is generally 
acknowledged . It is evident that quality is an integral part of the swine 
industry . particularly when the consumer plays such n important role . 
The proper proportion of quantity nd quality of lean and how to achieve 
it in the live animal is a difficult problem . 
Thi experiment was design d to evaluate: (l) the influence of 
ani al weight on body composition and carcass quality , (2) the rel tion-
ships between the various quantity and quality estimates and carcass 
composition . This tudy i a portion of a 1arg r study involvin the 
ny economic aspects of marketing different weight hogs . 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The evaluation of n animal or its carcass is generally ba ed 
upon the quantity and quality of lean meat . Quantity refers to the 
amount of lean and in ome case the l an to fat ratio in an animal . 
This factor has been of prime import nee in the grading and evaluation 
of hogs for many years . Quantity may bee timated either in the live 
animal or in the carcass . The second evaluation factor is quality . 
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Again two methods are utilized; namely , subjective and objective carcass 
evaluation • The results of the above evaluations are directly r spon-
sible for the market value of a carcass . Live weight, ex , breed and 
season are some of the variables which influence the quantity and quality 
factors and will be reviewed in the following discussion . 
Quantity of Lean 
~ Animal Evaluation 
Live weight was probably one of the first criteria us din deter-
mining the time for sla hter. At present. slau hter wight is still 
important; the animal should be large eno h to poss s sufficient lean 
_but not sol rge as to contain a lar e qu ntity of fat . 
The weight at which a hog is ent to slaughter i important from 
the standpoint of r turn over feed and pl'Oduction cost~ accor in to 
Haugs _! !.!_. (1957) . In data collected from the Union Stockyard t 
est Faro, they found the highest pric paid throughout the ar was for 
the 190 to 220 lb . animals. With these wei hts establishing them rket . 
th greatest r turn to the producer was obtained from the 200 to 220 lb . 
ho • Jude and Plaxico (l 56) r port th teach s cces ive input of 
feed bring forth a sm 11 r output of por , i . e ., the fir t 100 lb . of 
feed incr s liv w i ht by 29 lb . while the ninth 100 lb . of feed puts 
on only 21 lb. of pork. In accordanc ith this Field et al . (1961) --
found that hogs at 160 lb. r quired les feed r cwt . of gains than th 
heavi r wei ht hos . In a dition the compi1ed information from 25 
pack rs nd r ported that the roe ssing cost is reater for the light 
w i ht hos, but th total wholesale valu per hundred pounds of live 
wight w s also gre tr. th r by resulting in an qualizin eff ct . 
E erson et l . (1961), in a study involvin 80 ani als rangin in wight --
from 100 to 210 lb., r ported that the light wight hogs compar d 
favorably to the heavy wight hogs in cos er and taste panel ccepta-
bility, m rbling and curing and rooking prop rties . Similar suit were 
report d by Zobrisk yet al . !1960) . In addition they reported that the --
weight inor e of the four lean cut was grater during the 125 to 165 
lb . int rval than durin th 165 to 205 lb . interval . 
Comstock t al . (1944) r port d a x difference in rate of gain --
with th barrow slightl excelling he gilt . They not d that thi 
difference was toward the nd of the growth period. Th ir xplan t!on 
was th t the differ nee was po ibl due tor tard tion of rowth in th 
i1t b the ons t of pubert . B nn tt nd Cole (1946) report d barrow 
reached a ive weight of 200 lb . 4. 34 days earli r than th gilt • In 
contrast Charette (1961) found no ignificant diff rences in dail ain 
ong barrow, boars and gilts~ 
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One of th main criteria ed by packer buy rs in the val tion 
of live nim 1 is dr sing percent . There are m n v ried i ea as to 
th i port nee of d ssing percent and its relation hip with the c rcass . 
Bratzl rand .argerwn (1953) r ported that the use of dres in 
eroent in conjunction with weight . 1 nth and b ckfat thickne s was a 
major factor ind termining the yi ld of preferred cuts (ham • 1o·n , 
boulder and ide) from a live nim l . Zobriskey !!_ !.!_. (1959c) also 
reported that dre sing pre nt i one of the o t import nt in le 
measur s of live hog v lu . Results not in compl e agreement with this 
have een report d by P rson t al . (1956) . -- They tat d that "dr sing 
perc nt per!!_ i of little importana ·n evaluating carcass 1 ann s . " 
Later work by Pric et 1. (1957} ir.dieated that dressing perc nt wa --
not ignific ntly sociated with eith rs cific gravity or loin-lean 
ar a . 
It has be n generally acept d th t the fatt r hogs hav the 
igher dr sin p rcent . C min nd Winters (1951) reported a 0.66 
corr 1ation b twe n b ckf t thickness and dr sing percent . Zobri key 
t al . (1959c) ported that dre ing perc nt was influ nc d primarily --
by weight of he di tive tr ct fill, thoracic organs and head . Thy 
further stat d that muscle, at and bone also influenc d dre s ng per-
cent to larg extent, the component p nt in the gr atest quantity 
exertin th greatest influence. An xperiment involv ng a rather 
diver wight range w s conducted by Loeff 1 ...!.!!.• (19~3) . Their 
findings~ vealed that dressin" percent incr ased 10~ between the 150 
lb. group nd th 400 lb . group . Additional re ult • u ing animal with 
les eight differ ntial, have been report d by cCampb 11 and Baird 
(1961). In working with four lots (170 • 190, 210 and 2 O lb . ), they 
found dres ing percent to b approxim t ly 68 . 60 for all lots . W 11 ce 
et al . (19S.9) cond cted two tri 1 using four slaughter wei ht (150 1 --
180 • 210 nd 240 lb . ). Their re ults for dressing percent were b sed 
upon e pty ig stive tr. cts and were 73 . 8 , 74. 1, 74 . 8 and 75 . 9 percent, 
resp cti vely . 
Char tte (1961) noted no significant differences mong the 
dr sing percents of boars , barrows and gilts . Type of hog was reported 
by Zobrisk y t al . (1959c) to influence dres ing perc nt . Thy --
report d that wide . d ep bodied hogs tend to have a high r dressin per-
cent than th n rrow, hallow bodi d hogs . Body length did not appear 
to b as oci ted with the dr sin p rcent . 
A sea on vari tion in _dres ing percent was re ort d by 
Heidenreich t al . (1961) . hey found that both barrows and ilts had --
a significantly high r dr ssing percentag in th fall . In contrast 
Zobriskey .!!...!..• (1 59c) r ported a 2 to 3% differ noe, with the spring-
laughter d hogs ing higher th n the aut n-slaught red pigs . The 
xpl n tion for thi may be that altho gh both gl'Oups received the s me 
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ration. the aut n group id have ace to pasture which would p rtially 
cco t for th differ nee in fill nd dig stive tr ct wight . 
Dre ·sing pare n may b inf uenced by ny factors such s rink, 
fill , vi cera nd various organ weight . Saffl nd Cole (1960), in an 
exp ri n m uring th ffect of fasting upon hrinkage over period 
of 24 to 96 hours . reported that one- half of the total brink e occurs 
during the fir t 24 hour . Clifton!!..~• (1954) indicated th t the 
ount 0£ normal brink (not f st-d) and t e variation herein could b 
er dit d pri arily to amb· nt temp rature diffe nc s . 
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hr is some que tion as to wheth r adipose or mu cle is affected 
during the f stin period. Zobriskey !!.!!.• (1954) , in an xt nsive 
study • indicated that th r w re no con ist nt trends between grade , 
f tnes and inte tinal fill . The sugge ted possibility was that muscle 
tissue rath r than dipo e tissue was utilized by the thinner hog 
during the fastin p riod. Results of the me tri l showed an average 
24- hour shrink of 10 . 11 , 10.os , 9. 99 and 10 . so pounds for the Medium , 
u.s. o . 1 , U. S. o . 2 and u.s. o - 3, r spectively. This 24- hour 
period ha gener lly becom accepted as a desirable 1 nth of holding 
prior to slaughter. During thi time feed is withh ld but th animal has 
ace s to water. Earli r workers ut·liz d a much horter holding period , 
ome as short as 3 to 4 ho rs as report d by Willman and Krid r (1943) . 
Information concerning the variation in organ ,eight is some ht 
limit d . Saffl and Col (1960) r ported that s the leng h of the 
f sting p riod w s extended the liver weight decrea ed. This deer a e 
in eight w s attributed tot d pl tion of glycog n . Re ult of an 
xp riment involving 24 rk eight hogs conducted by Gna dinger _!.!!_. 
(1963) showed th average weights ob 7 . s . 10 . 2, 10 . 4 and 3. 4 lb . for 
th pluck , bead , e pt gastrointe tin 1 tr ct and the cont nt of th 
astroint stin 1 tract . re pee iv ly . for 181 to 220 lb . pigs . Th pluck 
in thi in tanc included the lungs , trachea , sophagus , hart . liv r , 
spl en and kidneys . Th astrointe tinal tract i eluded the tomach , 
inte tine and ttac ed caul and ruffle fat . 
Carea Evaluation 
Carcass length is one of the objective m asurements used to 
v luat th pork carcass . The actual value of the length ma urement 
and it rel tionship tooth r carca straits h been somewhat in 
dispute . Feinst in (1961) reported th t Kliesch in Germany had found no 
physiological elationship between len th and th fat - producing ability 
of the hog . Hutchinson (1951) report d that as the ratio of length to 
carcass weight incr ased so did the value of the carcass . Bay (1960) 
cited work of iebraska scientists which revealed a positive correlation 
of 0 . 45 between length of c rcass and percentage lean cuts . P ar on 
.!!.!.!.• (1958b) r port d th t as length increased so did th percentage 
of loin . Length did not, ho ever , ppear to influence the perc nt gs 
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of ham, belly or e York shoulder. This is in agreem t with Price 
_!,!!_. (1957) who re orted no ignificant r lation hip b tw en l nth and 
chemical com o ition or ext rior fat thickness . 
As liv wight increased from 170 to 230 lb . t ere was an incre se 
in carcass l ngth of 1 . 8 in . according to icC mpbell and Bird (1961) . 
Fr deen and Lambroughton (1956) and Ch rette (1961) indie ted 
th t ilts poss ssed greater carcass length than barrow . 
(1962) found that gilts were 7. 5 mm . loner than barrow 
weight . 
Buck!!__!,. 
t 200 lb . l ve 
Backfat i another ob·ective carca s measurement . Ther have been 
many att mpts to take this measurement at one of several locations , but 
to te the ost succe sful ethod i that involving three locations, 
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th first rib, lat rib and last lumbar vertebra . 
A nan nd Wint r (1949) r port d corr lations of - . 625• - . 584 and 
0 . 659 b tween average backfat thickn ss and the l an content of the c r -
e ss , perc nt rimal cuts and dressin percent , r spectiv ly . In this 
instance th mea urement loc tions were the thickest nd thinne t points , 
at site lev l with the venth rib . Re ults report d by Batcher!:,!. al . 
(1962) reveal d that baekf t thicknes increased so did the percentage 
eparabl fat in th trimm d cuts . 
Wiley !!, _!_. {1951) and Zobrisk y _! ~ • (1960) r ported that as 
b ckfat thicknes increased so did the weight and yield of fat cut . 
Thy lo report d an invers relationship between baokfat and yi ld of 
lean cut . Parson et al . (1959) reported that th re was les associa-
tion betw n baekf t thickness nd loin ye area for th 160 to 179 lb . 
care se than for the 120 to 159 lb . care se . 
Liv weight nd its r l tionshi with b ckfat m ntion db 
cCampb 11 and Bair (1961) and Stothart (1938) . They stated that a 
liv wight incr ased b ekfat lso increa ed . Varn y !!.l:.• (1962) 
report d th t 215 lb . ho had high r dr sin perc nt than the 159 lb . 
ho s 1 but they al o pose sed 0. 4 in . more backfat . Hammond and Murra 
(1937) • Benn tt and Cole {l. 46) , offs n er !,! !!.• (1959) and Buck _,!_ !!_. 
(1962) 11 agr d th t gilt po s~a~~~u le baokfat than the barrow 
with no differenc in unifor ty of di tribution . 
Another objectiv mea urement ed s pr dictor o carcass lean 
i that of loin eye are . There is s e q ton as to the location at 
which the loin should be separat d for this me urement . Hammond (1933), 
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reported by Buck!!_!:!_. (1962), suggested that the cross-section of 
the loin at the lat rib would be the most suitable plac because th 
junction of the loin and thorax anatomical regions is the last developing 
part of the carcas . 
l<line and Hazel (1955 ) in a study to determine the relative 
ffici ncie of the 10th and last rib mea urement found a correlation of 
0 . 65 to 0 . 74 between loin areas of the same carcass . This indicat d 
that there was little advantage of one loc tion over that of th other . 
It was not d , howev r t that the area of the lon§iss·mus dorsi decrea d 
ant riorly nd that the area at the 10th rib was smaller than the area 
at t he last rib . Price !!_ !!_. (1957) report d that the lean area at the 
10th rib is superior to the area at the last rib in the prediction of 
cut- out value . This seems to be the general concensus among research 
personnel today . Fr deen and .. Jarmaluk (1962) noted that the accuracy 
of the loin eye tracing was dependent upon the cut designated for the 
tracing . the co plexity of th musculature and the number of individuals 
respon ible for the tracings and planimet r reading . The use of photog-
raphy has been uggested as a means of reducing some of the inter-
p rsonnel vari nee . 
Aun n and Winters (1949) repr ented the area of 1 an present in 
th loin by obtaining a product of the idth x length rather than the 
conventional planimeter method . They found that , when the effect of 
carcass wight was eliminated, the loin e e area obtained s a product 
of width x l ngth was indicative of the amount of lean present in the 
aarcas • Similar results by Batcher!!!:.!.· (1962) show that the loin eye 
area is a ood indicator of the lean cont ent of the ham , shoulder nd 
loin c uts swell as the total percent lean . They also report that ~1% 
of the loin is comprised of the longissi us dorsi . 
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Cuthbert on and Pomeroy (1962a) in a composition study of the pig 
utilized many measurements involving the loin . Some of these were width 
and depth of l ongissimus dor i at the last rib , as well as depth of 
subcutaneous fat layers immediately over the loin . Work as re orted by 
Donald (1940 ) indicated that the breadth {width) of th eye muscle 
incr ed as live weight increased . This was attributed to the reduction 
of growth during the latter tage of fatt ning . Hutchinson ( 1951) 
reported that the thickness of the eye muscle increased 2. 468 mm . for 
each 20 lb . incre se in body ,eight . In contrast he reported that 
Hammond had found that th loin ey thickn ss increased 1 . 0 mm . for every 
20 lb . increase in liv weigh_t . illman and Krider (1943) found that 
littl or no corr lation exist db tween fatness of the pi nd the 
development of the loin eye muscle . 
Whiteman nd Whatley (1953) found that the use of loin ye area 
in conjunction with specific gravity lightly raised the pr dictability 
of percentage of lean cuts from 74% to 79% . Zobriskey ,!!_!!_. (1959a) 
report d a value of 0 . 57 when correlating loin eye area with the yield 
of lean cuts . 
The relationship of live weight to loin eye development is not 
linear . cCampbell and Baird (1961) . working with weights ranging from 
170 to 230 lb., found the loin eye area to be 4 . 24 q . in . and 4. 43 sq . 
in ., respectively . In accord w th thi • Varney!!.!!.• (1962) found 
that 215 lb . hogs exhibited signifio ntly less loin eye ar a per c~t . 
than 159 lb . hogs . Wallace.!!_!!!_. (1959), in an experi ent involving 
live weights of 150, 180t 210 and 240 lb . , reported the loin e ear as 
measured t the 10th rib to be 3. 43, a.as , 4 . 07 and 4. 47 , resp ctively . 
ennett and Coles (1946), allac !!. al . (1959), Char tte (1961) 
nd Buck t al . (1962) reported that gilts possessed a larger loin eye --
r a than barrows . 
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The loin index ctrimm d loin x 100), as reported by Pearson et al . 
rough loin - -
(1958a), appe rd to be more accurate than b ckfat in stirnating the 
p rcenta e lean cuts . Correlations for over-all combined groups were 
-. 68 and 0 . 84 for backfat and loin index , respectively . 
Another method of determining relative carcass value i the 
valuation of the various cut nd their components such as lean , fat 
and hon . There are ev ral m thods wh reby this may be acco pli hed. 
the most accurate being oh mical analysi of the earcass for moi ture, 
protein . fat and a h. E rl work reported by W rner !!_ ~• (1934), 
evaluating cuttin - yields a an index of fatness , indicated that the 
chemically determined fat in the edible portion w highly correl ted 
(0 . 91 ! 0 . 01) with the percent yi ld of fat cuts . Sp cific gravity of 
an individ l cut or the ntire carca s i another technique employ din 
caro s eval tion . Price_!~. (1957) found th t the p cific gra ity 
of the untrimmed ham as closely associ ted with the pecific gravity of 
the ntire carcas with a corr lation co ff.cient of 0 . 86 . 
Sev ral indices hav be-n d v loped in an att mpt to evalu t the 
care s without nee s itating phy ical paration . Pearson et al . (1959) --
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att empted to relate various single "lumbar lean" measures to the cares~ 
lean . Their findin s suggest that either the depth of the multifidus 
dorsi or th over- all depth of the above and the gluteus edius ma be 
used t o indicate size of loin eye . They reported th t this technique 
was more eff ctive in evaluating light weight hos than beav weight 
hogs . They hasten d to add that this ndex had little advant age over 
the use of bacl<:fat thickne s . 
Similar work by Whiteman and Whatley (1953) ut lized the lean 
area of the ham. They used two method in obtaining area; namel • as 
a product of length x w· dth and measurement of area with a planim ter . 
Their findings indicat d that the planimeter measure was more a ccurate ; 
however, it wa . 1 s closely associated with o.at'ca s leanness than either 
specific gravity or backfat thickne s . 
Physical separation is -a technique commonly used to determine 
quantity of lean in the pork carca s . Like all of the others it has 
disadvantages , the primary one bing the time and labor involved. A 
with other t chniques d rivations have arisen . Aunan and Winters (1952) 
obt ined cores from five sites within the carcass and these core were 
thens parat ed . Their re ults ind·cated that th core from the 5 to 6 
rib section of the be1ly had the highe t correl tion (0 . 79 ± 0 . 04) with 
th actual lean cont nt of the c rca s . Lu~!!.• (1958) showed the 
r lationships which existed between various cuts and the carcass . They 
reported th t as carcass len h increased there was a tend ncy for a 
deer ase in ham lean and loin fat . Work by Zobriskey et al . (1959b) --
rev aled a high correlation (r = 0 . 73) between th amount of fat trimmed 
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from the skinned ham and the yield of fat from the carcass . 
Physical separation i usu lly employed on one side only . Bo man 
et al . (1962) reported that the lean of the carcass was separat d with --
t he greate t accuracy and bone with the least . In an analy i of side to 
side variation thy indicated that specific gravity and linear measure-
ments of backfat and length could be tak non one side . In contrast 1 
Gath rum (1957) indioat d that both sides of the carcass must be measured 
orb ckfat and len th tog ta represent tive figure . 
Lasl y and Kline (1957) 1 in work involving 222 animals , reported 
that th left side averaged heavier , yielded heavi r ham , loin , picnic , 
1 an cut and pri al cuts but lighter belly and Boston butt . The coeffi-
ci nt of variation was largest for the cuts which required sever al 
cuttin steps . They aiso indicated that th advantage of separating 
both sid s was diminished as the repeat b lity in separation was 
increased. They attributed the differences b tw n caress halves to 
l.ll'lequal splitting during slaughter. o signific nt side difference was 
found for area of loin eye . They attributed one- half of th cutting 
variation for lean cuts to the lack of recision in cuttin th loin . 
The vari tion between picnics was due to inconsi tency in belly split , 
· while loin , Bo ton butt nd ham variance w proba ly du to back split . 
Thy indicated that when both sid of the carca s w re sep rated nd 
av r ged gr at r precision was achi ved . 
Live weight had a marked influence upon body composition as 
pointed out by Loeffel _!, !!_. (1943) . Th y reported that at 150 lb . 
separable fat comprised 32% and lean 51 of th carcass . As live weight 
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increased to 400 lb •• separabl fat comprised 55% oft e carcass and 
l an only 34% . Similar r sults by McM kan (1940) indicated that muscle 
and fat were resent in the following amounts: 30% and 5%, 44% and 32% , 
39~ and 43\ for the newborn pig , 115 lb . and 222 lb . pig , r spectively. 
Lu !!_ !!• (1958) indicated that as carcass weight increased the 
percent ag of shoulder became greater while percent loin became less . 
There was no apparent effect upon the percent of ham and bell . Stothart 
(1938) indicated that the length of side increase.d with increases in 
weight . 
Cuthbertson and Pomeroy (1962b) reported that bone completes a 
greater proportion of its growth arlier in life , while fat comprises 
the greater proportion later in life . Varney ...!. !!!.• (1962) related that 
the weakest point of light weight hos was the mall yield of bellies 
which make first gr de bacon . ·- The light weight group h d a higher per-
cent age of boneles -defatted ham and also a higher ercent ham bone . 
This was an indication of a greater ratio of lean to fat in the light 
weight hogs with the advantage being somewhat diminished by the higher 
proportion of bone .. In addition the light weight hogs 1 o had a larger 
loin eye area per cwt ., bing 3. 27 and 2 . 70 sq . in . for the light and 
heavy weight groups , re pectively . In term f valu thy were actuall y 
worth $0 . 91 more per cwt . on live wight ba i than wer the heavier 
hog . 
Bennett and Coles (1946) and Buck !:E,..~• (1962) reported distinct 
sex differences with the gilts being heavier in the boulder and ham but 
lighter in percent middle than the barrows . In accordance with this 
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Ha mond nd urray (1937) r port d that wh n barrow and gilts re of 
th arne len th th b rrows had lightl thicker belly . Fredeen et al . --
(1955) re ort d that gilts xhibited a le ner carcass in all instanc • 
Thi i in a ment ith Hid nr ick .!!__!. (1961) who further concluded 
that th ilts h d less fat and were sm 11 r in heart girth and flank 
circumference than the barrows . H tzer _!!!!: (1950) also r ported that 
gilts averag d 0 . 72% mor l an in the ham than did th barrows . 
Carcass Quality 
Subj otive 
In an xperiment involving 321 pork loins to determine factors 
i nfluencing musol char cteri tio , fir nes was not significantly 
influenc d by ex as reported by Judg ~ .... !: (1959) . Char tte (1961) 
r ported, however, that barrows pos ssed firmer fat than did gilts s 
d ter.nin d by iodine number. A tud n tituted by eyer et!!• (1963) 
to study the niacin, thiamin and ribofla i in pale, soft , watery ti u 
and dark• firm, dry tissue indicated that th former cont ins about twice 
as much niacin s th latter. F sh, dark , firm , dry tissue had sli htly 
hi her ribofl vin and thiamin cont nt . 
Anoth r oh racteri tic whiah infl enc s qu lity is that of color . 
Jud ...!.tl• (1959) report d that color wa not si nificantly infl enced 
by ex. They also reported a ason ff ct in that hogs fattene during 
cold weather had darker loin e e muscle . Little relationship a found 
b twe n color of 1 an nd t nd rn ss as r ported by Carpenter (1961) . 
,,,, ·, 
arblin s defined by Kauffman (1960) s "any visibl £atty 
tissue which i entwin d around mu cle ndles and fiber within the 
tructural framework of muscle tis u • " Karmas _! !!.• (1961) defined 
"lean eat" as bing "that part 0£ the meat where no visible fatty 
tissue my be observ d. " They also reported that "lean meat" cont ined 
2 to 3% intramu cular nd intracellular fat which as not visible. It 
is conunonly accepted that marbling develops less readily than inter-
uscular and subcutaneous fat . Loeffel !:! !±.• (1943) reported that the 
flesh from the loin increas din fatness with advancing weight . They 
also reported little palatability difference between wei ht groups . 
They did , however , find that roasts from hog at th heavier wights 
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app ared to b coarser int xtur . Carp nter (1961), working with 439 
individual (chronological age unknown) , r ported that palatability 
increas d with an increase in intra uscular fat . Carp nter !:!.~• (1961) . 
in a tudy involving light c rca , found that the 135 to 180 lb . 
carcases contained a higher percent of marbling in th longissimus dorsi 
than the 220 to 250 lb.carcases . They a1so reported th t the sixth 
lumbar position possessed th greatest degree of marbling , while the 
13th rib location possessed the least . Murphy and Carlin (1961) reported 
no significant differences in marbl ·ng score between the rib and loin 
chops . 
Judge et al . (1959) report d that barrow loins possess d more --
marbling than gilt loin, with the difference approaching signific nee 
at the 5% level of probability. They al o reported a breed difference 
with the Poland China being quite variable and the Yorkshire having a 
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con ist nt n er of animals at the mo e t level of arbling . Thi 
a tudy al o indicated that th of chilled intramuscular fat 
could possibly account for it relationship ith firmnes . 
Bratzler (1949) , in de cribing the operation of the Warn r-
Bratzler shear , pointed out that it is a measure of the force requir d to 
bear a giv n diamet r of meat . H caution d that bundles of connective 
ti u shoUl.d be voided s this will result in a mea ur ment of the 
t nsile strength of the conn ctiv tis u rather than th desir d muscle 
shear value . 
Tenderness te t ar generally conducted on the cooked ample s 
thi i th form in which it is consumed. B tch r ..!.!!.• (1962) repo ted 
a lar et ndernes v riation b tw en carcass s . The t ndernes differ-
nee between paired muscle was not significant . L wis !!!!.• (1963) 
r ported that panel ten ern ss scores w re i gnific ntly oorrelat d with 
cook d hear fore values (-.so) . pH determined on fr z -dri d u cl 
(0 . 50) and the expressible water d t :rmin don uncooked muscl (- . 82) 
but not with the xpr ssib1e water d termined on the cooked tis ue 
. (0 . 22) . 
V riation within the loin r port d by Batch r !!...!.• (1962) 
indicated that the rib end w s more t nder than th center ortion of 
th loin in the raw form . This diff rence was not observ din the 
cooked s mple . Murphy and Carlin (1961) r ported that the proximal cor • 
from a chops ction po terior to the rib chops , had lower shear force 
value than the di t l core on uncook d chops . Weir (1953) reported a 
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hi hly ignificant difference between right and left ides with the left 
side being consistently le s tender . Taste pan l r ults did not reveal 
this variation. Shear valu and organoleptia m thods, however , have 
demonstrat d that the anterior and posterior sections are more tender 
than the center portion . 
A ·study concerned with the effect of freezing on the shear valu 
of beef , reported by McBee and Numan (1959} , indicated that 2 to 4 
months' stor ge did not increase tenderness and in some instances even 
had an advers ffect . Thy also reported that the result of the 
Warner-Bratzler shear wer highly r lated with taste panel scores . In 
contra~t to this effect of freezing Jacob en et al . (1962) reported that - -
freezi pork chops prior to cooking reduced the shear values; how ver , 
the difference was not ignificant . 
Re ults of n xtensive study conducted by Carpenter (1961) 
indicated that flavor and t nderness w re closely allied . Murphy and 
C rlin (1961) reported that tenderness nd juiciness w re closely 
related. In addition they calculated a regression of marbling scores on 
tenderne sand juiciness and found that ·t had a highly significant 
positive effect upon both traits . 
Harrington and Pearson (1962) reported correlation coefficients 
of -. 67 and - . 57 between "ch w" counts and marbling score and percent 
intr muscular fat , respectively . Batcher and Dawson (1960) reported a 
correlation of 0. 86 and 0. 84 between t nd rness cores and fat cont nt 
and marbling score of the longis imus dorsi , resp ctively . A correlation 
of 0 . 59 was reported between muscle fiber extensibility at the 10th rib 
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and sher valu at the ighth to ninth rib b Saffle and Brat zler (1959) . 
Aver ge Warner- ratzler shear values for one in. core were 11. 98 
and 10 . 78 for the 160 and 220 lb . hogs , r pectively , as report d by 
Fi ld !1 !!_. (19 1 ). Zobrisk y !!_ !!_. (1960) r ported that as weight 
increa ed the hear value decrea ed slightly . The chops were bro•led to 
n internal temperature of 180° F., then the ample was held in n oven 
at 220° F. for 5 minute to compl te cooking . Sh ar values of 6. 43 , 
5 .• 98 and 5. 54 using one- half in . cores were obtained for the 125 , 165 
nd 205 lb . groups , r sp ctiv ly . 
Jacob en ..!. ~ • (1962) reported that a comparison b tween the 
Ha pshire and Palouse breed sho ed the Hamp hire to be more tender . 
In addition thy found no relation hip between shear value and the level 
of marbling; how ver , hogs with 1 s er backfat appeared to be mor 
tend r . However , urphy nd C rlin (1961) haver port d th t t nderne s 
and juicine w re not si ificantly aff cted by backfat thicknes . 
Con er Prefer nee 
A study by Gaarder and Klin (1956) pointed out consumer prefer-
ence by gr de . Gradel which had minimum finish for quality chop, 
Gr de 2 which was lightly fatt rand Grade 3 which was overfat ~ere 
purchased in the amount of 39% , 29 nd 32% . respectiv ly . Birmingham 
(1956) , in compari on of fat loin and extra lean loin ("sk·p y and 
soft" ) , reve led that re pondents preferr d the lean cuts with much 
les quality . The primary ason for the selection of lean cut was 
the de ira.ble 1 an to fat ratio . Field~ al . (1961) agre d that the 
cons er considered the cuts from the heavier hogs too fat . There was 
no ignific nt differenc in fla or of pork from th l ght and hea 
weight groups . Kauffman et al . (1961) re orted that wh n marbl d nd --
lean chop wer old at the sam price there wa a pr f rence of 2. 5 to 
l for the lean chops . Aft r cookin s, 62% preferred th marbled chops 
and only 18 preferred the lean chops . A ud conducted b Larzelere 
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and Gibb (1956) indicated th t th kind of chop , mount of fat cover nd 
color were major factor in selection of chops by a panel . Zob iskey 
et al . (1960) 1 valuatin 125, 165 and 205 lb . hogs. reported thy --
c ived few rating of "too fat" for the lean 125 lb . hos . h y also 
indicat d that tenderne s was a minor problem with th li ht weight hos . 
Cuts fro the 125 lb . hogs were criticized most often for being too 
small . 
Wismer- Petersen (1959) r port d that a rapid fall in pH was 
r pon ible for tin which th water holding cap city h d been 
reduo d. Th raw mat color a paler , but th taste and texture of the 
cook d chop wa note entially affected. 
The general trend in cons er l' fer nee is toward the lean r 
pork . It is also known tat th convention l cut ar pr f rred over 
the bond and tied products as a r sult of the pric differential . 
Rhod et al . (1960) r ported that Canada i gaining rogress in the --
rketing of th boneless product , o much so that ore than 50% of 
their hams nd Bo ton butt are old in th· form . 
·, 
PROCEDURE 
This project con isted of 79 hogs , 39 Duroc and crossbreds 
(Yorkshire x Hampshire) in the summer trial and O Duroes , Yorkshires 
nd crossbr ds in the winter tri l . The hogs for each trial were 
l lotted shortly after weaning , 10 hogs into each of the four lots 
( weight g:roups ). One hog in the summer trial failed to attain the 
required 240 lb . weight . Hogs in both trials were fed t he same ration 
and naged in a similar mann r . The weight representing the various 
lot s were 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . When th hogs in the respective 
lot attain d the given weight plus 10 l b ., they were removed from the 
feeding trial . The de ired weights were on a shrunk weight rather than 
off- f ed ba is . 
The hogs were then tran port d to the boldin fac i l iti sat the 
Stat College Meat Laboratory . At this tim the animals ere subjected 
to a 24- hour shrink ith access to at r but no fed . Photographs of 
r present.ative animal from each lot are depicted in Figure I and II . 
ethods of weighing and slaughter procedures were th same s 
tho e outll.ned in the Proceedings of the. 5th Annual Reciprocal at 
. Conf r ence by Cole (1952) . Variations from these procedures w r the 
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r moval of the leaf fat and ham facing rather th n 1 aving th m intact . 
Th animals were chilled for at le st 48 hour at at mperature 
of 36 to 38° F. Prior to cutting th carcass , quality scores were given 
to various portions of each carcass . Feathering scores were assigned 
to each side using al to 5 score designed by th University of Wisconsin 
Figure I. Live animal photographs representing 150 lb. group 
(top) and 180 lb. group (bottom). 
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Figure II. Live animal photographs representing 210 lb. group 
(top) and 240 lb. group (bottom). 
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and shown in Figure III . Firmness of both side wa also evaluated using 
a 1 to 5 score . The values were as follows: 1 = very firm, 2 = firm, 
3 ~ lightly firm , 4 = soft and 5 = very soft . These same firmness values 
were used in evaluation of ham and loin firmness . The ham marbling scores 
depicted in Figure IV were developed by the University of Wisconsin . 
Marbling core bas don u.s.D.A. standards and shown in Figure V were 
assign d to the right and left loins . Length and backfat thickness 
measurements to the nearest 10th of an inch were taken on both sides . 
Averag cores and m asurements from both ides w re used in the analy is . 
The carcass was out into wholesale cuts following the procedure 
r ferred to previously by Cole (1952) . Further processin involved the 
eparation of each wholesale cut into an edible portion , hon and fat 
trim component . The edible portion (hereafter referred to a EP) is 
te us d to denote that portion of th lean which was trim ed to on -
fourth inch external fat . In addition the exce internal fat w s 
removed well as the bone . All wights were r cord d to then arest 
10th of a pound. 
mann r: 
The individual wholesale cuts were handled in the following 
A. boulder 
1. Acetate tracing pap r was placed at the dors 1 edge of 
the shoulder . Tracings included the thickness of lean, 
fat thickness , neck bones and the blad bone . The lean 
thickness (A-B) and fat thickness (B-C) were measured 
perpendicular to the ventral junction of the multifidus 
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Figure III. Standards used ~o evaluate carcas s feathering. 
Figure I V. Standards use d to evaluate ham marbling. 
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dorsi (D) and the are of th 3 to 4 lumbar vertebrae (E) 
ass own in Fi ure VI . 
2. Green weight of the boulder included the shoulder proper , 
with the foot intact t and the neck bones and jowl re oved. 
3. Trimmed weight of the shoulder wa obtained after removal 
of the clear plate dotm two- thirds of the 1 ngth of the 
shoulder, fat trimmed to one-fourth in •• and th foot also 
removed. 
4. Edible portion weight ncluded the boned and tied Boston 
butt plus picnic and all lean trim from the shoulder . 
5. Bone weight of the shoulder included the scapula , humerus , 
radius- ulna but not the front foot . 
6. Boneless roast weight was comprised of the boned nd 
tied Boston butt and picnic . 
7. Fat w ight included the f t and skin re oved from the 
should r . 
B. Ham 
l . The tracing included th lean and fat thicknes and th 
cro - s ction of th femur bone . The lean thicknes (A- B) 
and fat thickness (B-C) ere measured on an axis pr en-
dicul r to the lateral surface of the femur as shown in 
Figure VII . 
2. Gren weight included the entire ham with the foot intact . 
3. Trimme~ weight included th ham with the foot removed at 
the joint and fat trimm d uniformly to one-fourth in . 
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Fi0ure VI. Lean thickness (A-B) and fat tnickness (B-C) 
measures of the shoulder. 
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one- h lf the l ngth of the h • 
4 . Edible portion wei ht included the ham with the remaining 
skin removed • all bone removed , ham rolled and tied plus 
all lean trim from the ham. 
s. Bone weight of the ham included the lvic , femur , tibia-
fibia a well a the tail but did not inc lude the r ar 
foot . 
6. Boneless roa t weight was compri ed of the boned and 
tied ham. 
7. Fat we ght ·ncluded all th fat and kin remov d from 
the ham. 
c. Loin -
1. The loin wa cut ith a band saw perpendicular to the 
backbone , b twe n the 10th nd 11th rib at the junction 
of the vertebra . The tracin incl ded the longi imus 
dor i only nd the fat covering . The lean thickne s (A- B) 
and fat thickness (B- C) wer easured perpendicul r to 
the mid~point of the longitudinal axis of the longissimus 
dorsi as hown i~ Figur VIII . 
2 . Green wight was comprised of the int ct loin . 
3. rimmed 1o·n included the loin with the fatback re v d, 
leaving one-fourth in . of fat uniformly ov r the loin . 
4 . Edible porti n w i ht included the loin strip , t nd rlo·n 
and lean trim with vertebra and rib re oved • 
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Fi ~ure VIII . Lean thickness (A-B) and fat thickness (3-C) 
~easures of the loln. w I',.,) 
5. Bone weight included all vertebra and ribs normally 
found in the loin . 
6. Boneless weight included the boneless loin st rip . 
7. Fat weight was compris d of all the fat removed from the 
loin . 
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B. Five samples 1 . 2 in. in th1ckness w re obtained from t e 
boneless loin for furth r xperimental information. They 
included shear (6) , palat bility (7 and 8), proximat 
analy is (9) and pressed f uid (10) as shown in Figure IX . 
These samples were frozen at o° F. untll needed for 
further analysis . 
D. ~ 
1 . Gren weight of the ide included all but the pre ribs . 
2. Trimm d weight includ d the ide after removal of teat 
line and further quaring . 
3. Side thickness measurements w re tak n at the following 
locations: a . anterior center , b . sternum corner nd c . 
ventral middle as shown in Figure X. 
4 . Edible portion wei ht of the side included all the 1 an 
after removal of fat and skin , lus all the lean trim 
obtained in quaring. 
E . !2!!,_Cut 
l . The spare ribs and neck bones were included in th wight . 
2. Edible portion weight was th total lean trim from the 
spare ribs and the neck bones . 
LOIN SAMPLING 
Fisure IX. Locations involved in loln sampling techni ques. 
Figure X. Locations involved in s ide thickne ss measuremen t, 
LATERAL MEDIAL 
CORE I COR 
Figure XI. Loca tion of the me d i a l a nd la t eral core in shear 
cho p . 
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3. Bone wight included then ck bones, ribs and sternum . 
F. Jowl 
1 . Edible portion weight included all lean after removal of 
fat . 
2. Fat weight included all fat and skin from the jowl . 
G. ~ . eight 
1 . oth feet were weigh d intact . 
Tenderness tests were conducted on the cooked shear (6) sampl 
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ing a Warner- Bratzler shear. Two cores 1 inch in diameter were sheared 
from ach chop with the average of th se two value used in the anal sis . 
Core locations (lat ral nd medial) are d picted in Figur XI . Method 
of cookery involv d pr heatin the ov n to 325° F. and b king the chops 
on n oven rack until the internal temperature reach d 165° F. 
All data wer placed upon IBM cards and the analy is of v riance 
obt ined using the 1 ast quare ethod. 
The lat s quares timate of d viation from th calculated mean 
will be us d throughout t he text . A positiv valu indicates th t the 
mean for that particular trait was greater th n the over- all mean, lik -
wise a negativ valu refers to a lesser value than the ov r - all men . 
These ov r- 11 mean are not wei hted mean but are very close to those 
calculated by least squares . 
Simple correlations were calculated within weight groups and 
a ons . The data for the relation hips between various trait ill b 
presented in the section immediately following the analy is of varianc 
discussion . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Th results for ach trait will be discussed according to the 
order of importance of each source of variation . As liv eight was the 
ajor criterion for valuation in this experi ent . each discussion will 
b gin with results of the same , followed by the effect of sex, breed and 
s ason . Due to the different lines of breeding in the summer and winter 
trials , the eason and breed effects ar confounded . This means that th 
difference due to season and breed in the analysis may not be re 1 . 
Animal a eat slaught r (Table 1) was significantly influenced by 
w i ht and season . The deviation stint tes for the 150, 180, 210 an 240 
lb . groups were -25 . 82 , - 10 . 98 , 8. 69 and 28 . 11 days resp etively . The 
average age for all animals was 160 day . The animals in th winter 
trial were older than those in the summer trial . The respective evi -
tion e timates wer 7. 76 an -7 . 76 days . There wer no signific nt 
differences for rte of daily gain . 
Dre sing percent (Table 1) was significantly influenced by liv 
weight , breed nd season . As live wight incre s d dress1ng percent also 
increased significantly . Th deviations from the mean of 73 . 9% were 
-2 . 09., - 1 . 08 , l . 36 and l . 81 for the 150 , 180, 210 and 2~0 lb . roups, 
resp ctiv ly . Thee results were in accord with those r ported by 
Loeffel et al . (1943) and Wallace et al . (1959), where the eavier ........ ----- --- ...... 
animals had the higher dressin perc nt . 
The Duroc had the highest dressin percent followed by the cross-
breds and Yorkshires . The respective deviations were 1 . 03, 0 . 36 and 
-1 . 3 %. The animal in the winter trial had a significantl lower 
Table 1. Analyses of Variance for Dressing Percent ~ Viscera , Head. Pluck , 
Liv·er, Leaf - fat and Age at Slaughter 
-
uares 
Viscera 
llli 
Dressing Head Pluck LTver Leaf- fat 
Source d . f . percent weight weight weight weight weight 
Season 1 14. 71** 0. 12 11. 8~1: 0 . 59 0. 03 8. 32** 
Sex 1 1 . 87 5 . 08 0 . 96 0 . 16 0 . 02 0 . 31 
Weight 3 24. Qgfc* 19 . 02** 26 . 09~,~-= 0 . 85** 0 . 161~ 16 . Bl** 
Breed 2 10 . 62** 25 . 73*~i 0 . 67 1 . 36~'oi Q . 451Cl~ 1 . 96* 
Season x sex l 1 . 04 15 . 44** 0 . 59 0 . 15 0 . 01 o •. 84 
Season x weight 3 3.32 0 . 76 1 . 26 0 . 14 0 . 06 0. 1a 
Sex x weight 3 4 . 02 9 . 26* 1. 82* 0 . 03 0 . 09 1 •. 03 
Weight x breed 6 2. 52 3. 02 1. 07 0. 15 0. 11 0 . 93 
Error 58 2. 02 2. 50 0 . 64 0 .16 o.os 0 . 48 
Total 78 
*Significant at the 5% level of probability . 
~*Significant at the 1% level of probability . 
Age at 
slaughter 
4337 . 57*•i 
36 . 32 
3701 . 92*".,. 
212 . 37 
12 . 34 
83 . 72 
91.11 
25 . 78 
134 . 47 
w 
...J 
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dre sing perc nt th n did the animals in the summer trial . The devia-
tion estimat w re -.45 and 0. 45% for th winter and ummer trials, 
resp ctively. These results were just the opposite of thos r ported by 
Heidenr ich !:!!!.• (1961) where the animals laughtered in the fall had 
higher dre sing pre nts than those slaughtered in the spring . However, 
thes results were similar to those re orted by Zobri key t al . (1959c) . --
As mentioned previously there are many factors which influence 
the dressing percent of an animal such a viscera , head nd pluck weight . 
Viscera weight (T ble l) w s significantly different between weights and 
breed with a season x sex and sex x w ight interaction . As a re ul.t of 
the ex x weight interaction , no conclusions may be drawn as to the effect 
of live weight upon viscer weight without considering the effect of sex . 
he devi tion e ti at of the sex x wight inter ction are present din 
T ble 2. In con idering the 150 lb . group th gilts bad -.16 lb . le 
Sex 
Gilts 
rro s 
Table 2. Deviation Est mt of Sex x Wei ht 
Int raction for Viscera Wight 
150 lb . 
- . 16 
0 . 16 
180 lb . 
-.18 
0 . 18 
Wei ht 
210 1 • 
0 . 10 
-.10 
0 . 24 
-.24 
vise raw ight th n the mean of 17 . 8 1h . ; aonver ely , the barrows had 
0. 16 lb . gre ter vi cera wight than thi mean . For the 240 lb . group 
the reverse was true in that the gilts possess d 0 . 24 lb . more nd th 
barrows -.24 lb . le s viscera weight than the mean. At the present time 
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we do not ha~ sufficient information to explain this int raction . 
The significant season x sex interaction estimate are pres nted 
in Table 3. The deviation estimates indicat th t gilt had 0 . 92 lb . 
greater viscera weight than the barrows in the winter trial but 0 . 92 lb . 
le sin the summer trial . Viscera ,el hts amon breeds al o resulted in 
Sex 
Gilts 
Barrows 
Table 3. Deviation Estimates of Season x Sex 
Interaction for Viscera Wight 
Season 
Winter 
0. 46 
-. 46 
Summer 
-. 46 
0 . 46 
si nificant differences . The Yorkshires poss s ed the heavi st viscera 
weight followed by th crossbreds nd Durocs . The deviation estimates 
were 2. 45, -. 87 and -1 . 58 lb •• re pectively . This breed difference in 
viscera wei hts offers a artial explan tion for the breed differences 
in dressing percent . The animals with the heaviest viscera weight had 
the lowest dre sing percent . 
Another vari ble which may account for a portion of the variance 
in dres ing percent is that of head weight . The analysis of variance for 
head weight (Table 1) r veal d ignificant differences betwe n wights 
nd easons in addition to a significant sex x eight interaction. The 
deviation estimates for the ignificant sex x weight interaction for head 
weight are presented in Table 4 . The head weights for the gilts w re 
greater in all of the weight groups except the 210 lb . roup . 
-· .-:::ac-=. -·---- ~ ··- ,. 
Sex 
Gilt 
rrows 
Table 4. Deviation timates of Sex x ei ht 
Interaction for Had ei~ht 
150 lb . 
-. 04 
0 . 13 
-.13 
eight 
210 IE. 
-. 45 0 . 28 
-. 28 
Th ani al in the winter trial had a greater he d weight than 
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tho e in the s mer trial and as previously mentioned a lower dressing 
percent . The deviation estimates from the mean of 11 . 2 lb . were 0. 39 and 
-. 39 lb . for the winter and summ r tri ls, respectively . 
Pluck weight i another variable which may have some influence 
upon the dressing percent of an animal . Significant pluck weight differ-
nces exited between weight group and breeds (T hle 1) . As live wight 
increased so did the pluck w i ht . The devi tion estimates from the m an 
of 3. 3 lb . were -.48, -. 03 , 0. 16 and 0. 35 lb . for the 150• 180 , 210 and 
240 lb . eight group , r p ctively . A ignificant br d difference was 
not d with the pluck weight d creasing a follows: Yorkshire. crossbr d 
nd Duroc . The re pectiv deviation timates were 0 . 39 , -. 04 and -.35 
lb • . This follows the dr ing percent trend where the Durocs had the 
high t dressing percent and the low st pluck weight . 
Liver weight ( 1 o included in the vi c r ei ht) ma influ nee 
dressing p roent . The liver wei ht (Table l) was significantly influenced 
by wight and breed. The devi ion timates for the 150, 180, 210 and 
240 lb . weight groups were -. 21 , -. 01 , 0 . 11 and 0 . 11 lb., re pectively. 
Th mean for liver w i ht for the exp riment w s 2 . 6 lb . Consid ring the 
breed differences , the Yorkshire anim ls had the heaviest liver weight 
followed by the crossbreds and Durocs in that order. The d viation 
stimat s were o. 26 , ..... os and -. 21 lb ., respectiv ly . The trend was 
si ilar to that for pluck and vise ra weight . 
Leaf-f t weight (Table l) showed significant weight, bre d and 
s ason differences . As live weight increased o did thew i ht of th 
leaf- fat . The deviation e timates from the mean of 3. 8 lb . were -1.54• 
- 1 . 01 , 0 . 63 and 1 . 92 lb . for the 150 1 180 , 210 and 240 lb. groups , 
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respectively . be significant bred difference in icated that the Durocs 
had the greatest amount of leaf- fat follo ed by the cro sbreds and 
York hir • The respective deviation stimates wer o. ~2 , 0 . 03 and 
-. 45 lb . 
The animals in the winter trial h d less l af-fat than the 
animals in the summer trial . The d viation e timates w re -. 34 and 
0 . 34 lb . , respect! vely . 
Caress Evalu tion 
The trimm d cut weights are fr quently used to evalu t the pork 
carcass . The trimmed weight of the h m (Tabl 5) had si ific nt 
differences b tw n wei ht • sex , br ed nd season . The gre t st var -
tion, s would bee ected , occurred between the weight roups with the 
deviation estimates from th mean of 13 . 6 lb . ranging from -3.03 to 
2 . 77 lb . for the 150 and 240 lb . groups, respectively . A significant 
sex difference indicated that the gilts h d a grater quantity of trimmed 
ha than the barrows with estimates of 0 . 19 and - .19 lb ., respectively . 
Table 5 . Analyses of Variance For the Weight of Trimmed Ham , Loin , 
Shoulder, Belly and Percent Primal Cuts 
Mean s9.uares 
Tri mmed Trimmed Trimmed Trimmed 
Source d. f . ham loin shoulder belly 
Season l 23 . 39;H: 15 . sa1:,~ 22 •. 78*'\ 0 . 57 
Sex l 2 . 751: 10 . 68** 0 . 01 8 . 54~'.:.\ 
Weight 3 40 . 20** 35 . 34** 48 . 63** 39 . 24* 
Breed 2 5 . 75*;~ 18 . 73·M-: 1 •. 951~ 5 . 18* 
Season x sex l 0 . 52 1 . 87 1. 27 0. 11 
Season x weight 3 0 . 25 0 . 09 0 . 09 2. 00 
Sex x weight 3 0 . 09 0. 28 0. 90 0 . 27 
eight x breed 6 0 . 62 0 . 61 0 . 37 0 . 25 
Error 58 o.s6 0 . 98 0. 59 1. 17 
Total 78 
*Significant at the 5% level of probability. 
**Significant at the 1% level of probability. 
~~Jt?Jt\~-it1~=~=~~trnjt.(ifrtt1~ti:~~:t!~U;t1=i~~i1m; 
% primal 
cuts 
442 . 94~'. 
12 . 74 
8 . 75 
64 . 53** 
0. 38 
o. 91 
1 . 47 
1 . 03 
3. 86 
.f: 
"-l 
A breed differ nee revealed that the crossbreds had the heavie t 
tri d h m followed by the Durocs and or shir • The respectiv 
devi tion estimate w re 0 . 56 . -. 24 nd -. 32 lb . The nimals in the 
winter trial had a he vier trimmed ham weight than those in the s mer 
trial . Th respective d viation stimates we~ 0 . 56 and -. 56 lb . 
Signific nt differenc .s for tri ed loin wight (Table 5) were 
noted for wight . se , breed and sea on . The difference b tw en 
wight group for trimmed loin w i ht were most pronounced. The ti-
ted deviat ons from the mean of 11 . l lb . wer - 2. 44 , - 1 . 05 , 0. 62 and 
2 . 87 lb . for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 l b . w i ht groups , respectively . 
Gilts pos essed a heavier trimmed loin than did th barrows . The 
deviation stimate w r 0. 38 lb . for h ilts and -. 38 lb . for the 
barrows . 
The York hires had the heavie t trimmed loin weight , the Durocs 
had the l! ht t and th crossbr d were intermediate . Thee results 
coincide with those for l ngth . The tri med loin weight increased with 
n incr as in l ngth . Thi is in agre ment ith work as re ort d by 
Pear on t l . (1958b) . Tb nimal0 in th winter tri l posse sed - -
great r loin weight than tho in the sum er trial . The deviation 
sti at were o . 46 and - . 46 lb . for th winter nd s er trials , 
r p ctively . 
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The trim d should r eight (Tabl 5) was si !ficantly influenced 
by weight , breed and ea on. As live weight increased fro 150 to 240 
lb., th re was an increase in the trimmed shoulder weight of 8. 08 lb ., 
indicating eater shoulder than ham d velopment with increasing live 
44 
weight . 
had th 
The mean for the entir xp riment was 13 . 3 l.b . The crossbreds 
heaviest trimmed shoulder followed clos ly by the Duree and the 
Yorkshires . The respective deviation stim tes were 0 . 43, 0.11 and -.54 
lb . The ani als int e wint r trial had 1 . 12 lb . more trimmed shoulder 
eight than did the animals in the ummer trial. 
Significant wight, sex and bred differences for trimmed belly 
ei ht (Table 5) were noted . The trimm d belly weight increased 7.72 
lb . from the 150 to the 240 lb . weight group . The over- all mean for 
tri d be1ly weight was 10 . 9 lb . The s x difference indicated that the 
barrows produced 0 . 70 lb . more trimmed belly than did th gilts . Similar 
results h ve been r ported by ennett and Coles (1946). The Durocs had 
the heaviest belly weight follow d by the cro shreds and Yorkshires . 
The re ults of th percentage of primal cuts (Tabl 5) revealed 
significant breed and season differences. Breed differences, as evi-
denc d from the previo information, indicated th t the orossbr ds 
po es d the gr atest percent ge of primal cut fol.low d by the York-
shires and Duroc . Th deviation stimate were 1 . 4, - . 19 and -1 . 29 
for the crossbreds 1 Yorkshir sand Durocs, re peotiv ly. As would b 
expect d from the pr ceding d.at the ni als in the wint r trial had a 
higher perc nta e of primal cuts than did the animals in the summer 
trial.. h deviation e tim tes from th man of 68 w re 2.44 and -2.~4 
for th wint rand summer trials, r spectlvely . Threw re no i nifi-
cant differences for percent primal cuts between the four wei ht groups . 
The main criterion used in this exp riment to evaluate the c rcass 
meatine s was EP weight . As live weight increased so did the EP weight 
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of the ham (Table 6) . The deviation estimates ranged from - 2. 50 to 2. 34 
lb . for the 150 and 240 lb . weight groups , respectively . The gilts had 
0 . 40 lb . eater ham EP than did the barrows . 
As with the trimmed h we! · t the crossbreds possessed th 
greatest weight of EP in the ham followed by the Yorkshires . The Durocs 
which had an intermediate amount of trimmed ham had th lea t amount of 
EP , indicating a greater amount of fat was present in the trimmed ham . 
Significant differences for EP weight of th ham were noted between 
sea on . As with the trimmed ham weight , the animals in the winter trial 
pos essed a greater amount of EP in the h m th n those in the summer 
trial . 
As liv weight increased from 150 to 240 lb •• th EP of the loin 
(Table 6) increa ed from - 2. 11 to 2 . 58 lb . for th rep ctive weight 
g.roups . A significant sex difference was noted as the il ts had O. 58 lb . 
more EP of the loin than th barrows . Th crossbreds had the gr atest 
quantity of EP in the loin followed by the Yorkshires and Durocs . The 
r spective d viation esti ates were 0 . 67 , 0 . 21 and - . 88 lb . The anim ls 
in th wint r trial had a gre ter EP eight of the loin than did th 
anim ls in the summer trial . The devi tion estimates were 0 . 30 nd - .30 
lb . from the over-all mean of 9. 23 lb . 
Significant wight , breed and se on diff rences were noted for 
EP weight of the shoulder with a sea on x x int raction (Table 6) . The 
deviation estimates for the weight group howed a progr s ive increase 
in EP of th hou1der . They were -2 . 65 lb . for the 150 lb . oup and 
2. 63 lb . for the 240 lb . group . Them an for the entire experiment was 
Table 6. Analyses of Variance for the Edihle Portion Weights of the Ham, Loin , 
Shoulder and Belly and the Percent EP , Fat and Bone Per Side 
Mean _s9.uares 
% EP % fat EP EP EP EP 
Source d. f . ham loin shoulder belly per side per side 
Season l 28 . 83** 6 . 73,•:i': 28 . 73•M: 20 . 1~:* 875 . 76~~* 1086 . 76"'* 
Sex l 3 . 03* 5. 90** 0 . 36 0 . 79 81. 37** 77 • 32)h\t 
eight 3 27 . 20M, 26 . 59** 33. 211:* 11. 63*1: 11 . 33 36 . 55* 
reed 2 8 . 39** 20 . 29*~~ 3. lS*s't 2 . 19* 221 . 21** 309 . 56~'«1: 
Season x sex 1 0. 84 0 . 09 2. 54* 0. 03 2. 13 2 . 97 
Season x weight 3 0. 11 0 . 24 0 . 23 0 ,. 99 8 . 11 12 . 32 
Sex x weight 3 0 . 26 0. 86 0 . 61 0. 48 13. 38 6 . 80 
eight x breed 6 0. 79 1 . 31 0. 33 0. 26 ll- . 79 6. 49 
Error 58 0. 54 0.61 0 . 61 0 . 45 6 .. 61 10. 67 
Total 7 
-
1:Significant at the 5% level of probabilit., . 
**Significant at the 1% level of probability . 
% bone 
per side 
0. 74 
2 . 97* 
3. 42* 
.9 . 23fri: 
0 . 012':* 
0. 45 
0 .19 
0 . 30 
0 . 63 
~ 
en 
10 . 7 lb . Th cro shred po sessed the gr ate t amount of boulder EP 
followed by th Durocs and York hir s . The deviation estimates wer 
o. so . - . 01 and - . 49 lb •• r sp ctively. 
The deviation stimates for th s on x sex interaction are 
pre ent din Table 7. This indicated that the gilts had 0 . 38 lb . less 
T ble 7. Deviation Estimates for Season x S x 
Int eraction for EP Weight of the Shoulder 
Season 
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Sex Winter Sumer 
Gilts 
Barrows 
-.19 
0 . 19 
0 . 19 
-. 19 
shoulder EP th nth barrows in the wint r trial but 0 . 38 lb . great r 
wei ht than the barrows in the summer trial . 
Significant diff rences for EP weight of the belly (Table 6) wer 
not d for wight , bred and season. The EP wight of the belly increased 
3. 98 lh ., going from the 150 to the 240 lb . roup . The crossbred had 
the r atest amount of EP in the b lly followed by the Yorkshire and 
Durocs . Th N! pective devi tion estimate from th mean of 6 . 9 lb . were 
0. 21 , 0. 09 and -. 30 lb . The Duroes had th heaviest trimm d belly wight 
but the lightest EP weight , which indicted a greate proportion off t 
in th trimm d belly than ith th cros hr ds or Yorkshir s . The animals 
in the winter trial had a great r weight of EP in the belly than did 
those in the sl,lmmer trial . The deviation estimates were 0. 52 and - . 52 
lb . for the winter and summer trial • respectively. 
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An over- ll view can be obtained by examining the data for perc nt 
EP pr side (Tabl 6) . Th se data indicated tat the gilts had a larger 
percent EP per ide than did the b rrow . The deviation estimates were 
l . 06 nd -1 . 06 1 respectively . The over- all exp riment mean was 57 . 8 . 
There were no significant differences betwe n weight groups for percent 
EP per side . A highly significant bred difference was also noted with 
the crossbreds having the g~ atest p rcent EP followed by the York hire 
and Durocs . The respective deviation estimates were 2. 26 • 0 . 62 and 
- 2. 88 • The animals in the winter trial had a grater perc ntage of EP 
per side than did th animals in th summer trial . The deviation esti-
ates were 3 . 44 and - 3. 44% for the winter and summer trials , respectively . 
Data for percent fat per sid (Table 6} revealed that the percent 
fat increased with an increase in live weight . The deviation esti ates 
from the mean of 29 . 6% were - 1 . 99 1 - 2. 01, l . 63 and 2. 37 for the 150, 
180 • 210 and 240 lb . group, r spectively . The gilts had significantly 
less fat than the barrows . The r sp ctiv estimates were ~1 .os and 
1 . 03 . These resuJ.ts indicate that the gilts pos essed a greater per-
c ntage of EP as well a a le ser percentage of fat than the barrows . 
The Durocs po s ssed the highest perc ntage of fat followed by 
the York hires and crossbreds . The resp ctive deviation estimates wer 
3. 58 , -1 . 09 and -2 . 49 . These results point out the inverse relationship 
which exist b tween percent fat and lean . The Duroc bad the highest 
percentage of fat and the low t pre ntage of primal cuts and EP per 
side . Th cro shreds had the lowest percenta e of fat but the highest 
percentage of primal cuts and EP per side . The animals in the winter 
trial h d si nificantly less fat than tho e in the summer trial . The 
deviation sti ates ere - 3. 83 and 3, 83% for th winter and summer 
trial , respectively. 
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The percent bone per ide (Table 6) revealed significant differ-
nces bet een wight , sex and breed. Th deviation esti tes ranged 
from 0. 78% to -. 94% for the 150 and 240 lb. wei ht groups , respectively. 
Th over- all mean was 10 . 1% . Varn yet al . (1962) report d simil ar --
results in the ham, where the light weight hogs h d a higher peroent of 
bonele s ~defatt d ham but a high r percent of ham bone . The gilts 
possessed a higher percentage of bone than the barrow . The re pective 
deviation e timates were 0 . 20 and -. 20% . The Yorkshires poss sed the 
hi best pero ntage of bone followed by th cros bI'eds and Durocs . The 
rep ctive deviation sti te wer 0. 76 , o.os and - . 84% . 
A liv weight increas d fro- 150 to 240 lb ., there was an 
increas of o. so lb . in the average foot weight pr side . Ther were no 
ignificant diff r nces betw en sex and breed in r gard to foot weight . 
Significant differences were noted for sea on , with the animals in the 
winter trial having les foot wight than th animals in the summer trial . 
As threw re no si ificant differ nee b twe n s a on for eith r bon 
wei ht or ercent bone . th abov diff rences w re probabl due to 
vari tion in re val of th f t . 
Carca s length {Table 8) incr sed with each succ ive increase 
in live weight . The increase• however , were more pronounced in th 
er trial than in the winter trial . he d viation estim tes from the 
mean of 29 . 5 in . were - 1 . 70 , -. 82 1 0. 78 and 1 . 74 n. for t he 150 , 180 , 
Table 8. Analyses of Variance for Carcass Length, Backfat and 
Side Thickness and Loin Eye Area 
Souree 
Seaso 
Sex 
Weight 
Breed 
Season x se 
Season x weight 
Sex x weiaht 
Weight x breed 
Error 
Total 
. f . 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
6 
58 
78 
Carcass 
length 
0. 29 
6 . 64** 
16 . 22~-r* 
29 . 86** 
0 . 16 
0. 20 
o.os 
0 . 41 
0. 39 
*Significant at the 5% level of probability . 
•\*Significant at the 1 % level of probability. 
Mean s9.uares 
Backfat Side 
thickness thickness 
0. 77** 0 . 03 
0 . 19id: o. os 
0. 36ft* 0. 20** 
0 . 27Mt 0.26=':* 
o.oo 0 .,00 
0 . 01 0 •. 02 
o.oo O. Olt-
0 . 01 0. 21 
0. 02 0 . 03 
Loin eye 
area 
0 . 49 
0 . 53•!• 
1. 33*~'-
3. B21:~': 
o.o9 
0 •. 02 
o.o9 
0 . 22 
0 . 15 
U'l 
0 
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210 and 240 lb . eight roups , respectiv ly . A i nificant s x differ-
ena for length was not d , the gilts wer longer than the barrows . The 
deviation stimates w re 0 . 30 and -. 30 in •• re pectively . These re ults 
agree ith work repor d by Benn tt and Cole (1946) , Buck !! !!.• (1962) , 
Ch r tte (1961) and Heidenreich et l . (1961) . Significant breed differ---
nee for 1 ngth w re noted, with the York hires bing th longest 
fol.low d by the crossbred nd Duroe . The deviation e timates were 
1 . 23 , 0. 24 and - 1 . 47 in . for the Yorkshir s , crossbreds and Durocs , 
r p otivel . 
Significant weight , s x , breed ands ason differences were noted 
for b ckfat thickne s (Table 8) . A 1·v eight increased, the backfat 
t hickn ss al o increased . Th deviation es imates from the mean of 1. 45 
in . wer -. 27 9 -. 09 , 0. 10 nd 0 . 26 in . for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . 
wight group , respectiv ly . The gilts had a le er unt of backfat 
than did th barrows , the respective d vi tion estimat s being -. os and 
o.os in . These results are in agreement with work reported by Benn tt 
and Coles (1946) . 
The Durocs po ssed the gre test amount of backfat follow d by 
the York hire~ and crossbred , the respectiv estimate bing o.oa. 0. 02 
nd -.10 in . Th backfat thickness for br d arallel that for perc nt 
fat . As would be xpected• an inve s r lationship exits between b ck-
fat and percent pri al cuts . Thi wa also r ported by Hazel and Kline 
(1959) . Th nimals in the winter trial had less backfat than tho e in 
the s er trial . The d viation estimat s were -.10 and 0.10 in., 
respectively . 
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Caress Quantity and Qu lity 
Objective 
Data for side thickness (Table 8) revealed significant differenc s 
betwe n wights and breeds . As live weight -increased from 150 to 240 
lb., the devi tion estimates increased from -. 24 to O. l.7 in . The over-
all mean for the experiment was 1 . 65 in . The breed difference show d 
that the cros breds had the greatest side thickness followed by the 
Durocs and Yorkshires . The respective estimates wer 0 . 60 , 0. 12 and 
-. 72 in . The side thickne s measurement for breeds does not parallel 
that for side weight . 
Significant weight, sex and breed differenc s were noted for 
loin eye ar a (Table 8) . As liv weight increased , there w s an increase 
in loin ye area . The esti ates were - . 57, o.oa, - . 02 and o . 51 sq. in . 
for the 150 , iao, 210 and 240 lb . weight group , re pectively . The loin 
ye rea (caiculated) r presenting the various wight roups are hown 
in Figure XII . The over-all average for loin eye area was 3. 70 q. in . 
B tween sexes it was found that the gilts possessed the larger loin eye 
area . The deviation estimat s were 0 . 09 and - . 09 sq. in . for the gilts 
and b rrows. respectively . Th se results agree with work as reported by 
Bennett and Coia (1946}, Buck...!.!.!.• (1926) and Charette (1961} . Th 
crossbreds clearly possessed a larger loin ye th n the Yorkshire or the 
Durocs . Th respective deviation stimates were 0 . 36, - . 03 and - . 33 sq . 
in. A season difference approaching significance at the 5 level was 
_noted. The animals in the winter trial had slightly larger loin eye areas 
SQ. I . LOIN 
EY AREA 
respective wei Gh~ g roups. 
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than did the animals in the summ r trial . 
Data for the fat and 1 an thickne of the ha , shoulder and loin 
are pres nted in Table 9. Weight differ nc were si nificant for fat 
and lean thiel<ne of the ham. As li e weight incl'eased from 150 to 240 
lb., the fat thickne s increa ed from -.17 to 0. 18 in . and the lean 
thickness increased fro -. 33 to o. 28 in . Breed diff rences indicated 
that the Du.roes h d ignificantly more fat thickness followed by the 
York hi sand crossbr ds . The lean thickness for breed was just the 
oppo ·t • with the oros breds havin the gr atest lean thickn ss and th 
Duroc the least . The over-all experi · nt man as 1 . 07 in . and 2. 64 in . 
for th fat and lean thickness , res ectively. 
Significant season differences ere not d fol!' fat thickne s of 
th ham . The animals in the winter tri l had the lea t fat thickness . 
The deviation estimates iere - . 09 and o.o9 in . for th winter and summer 
trials , r spectiv ly . The animal in the int r trial had a thicker 1 an 
measurement in the h th n did the ani 1 in e summer trial . The 
r pective estimates were 0 . 07 and -. 07 in . 
Data for fat and l an thicknes of the shoulder (Table 9) l'eveal d 
ignific nt wight , sex. breed and eason diff r nee for fat thickne 
but only a breed differ nc for lean thickn ss . As live ight incr ed , 
o did the fat thickne s covering the hould r . The deviation estimate 
from the mean of 1 . 37 in . were - . 27 to 0 . 21 for the 150 and 240 lb . 
weight groupss re pectively . The gilt posse sed les ft thickn ss over 
the boulder than di the barrows . Th ir respectiv estim tes were -. 09 
and 0 . 09 in . 
Table 9. Analyses of Variance for Fat and Lean Thickness 
asurements of the Ham . Shoulder and Loin 
ean squares 
Fat Lean Fat Lean Fat 
thickness thickness thickness thickness thickness 
Source d. f . ham ham shoulder shoulder loin 
Season 1 0 . 71,•:* 0. 37** o •. 1s* 0 . 06 3 . 55*1: 
Sex 1 0 .. 201: o.oo o. sa,':* 0 . 09 0 . 43in\ 
ei~ht 3 0. 19*,': 0 . 4'3i:* o. 29i:* 0 . 14 0 . 60*;': 
Breed 2 0 . S3id; 0. 04 o. ss*,' 0. 24* 1. 62** 
Season x sex l o. o4 0 . 01 0 •. 03 0 •. 01 0 . 01 
Season x weight 3 0. 01 0 . 02 0 . 07 0 _01 o.os 
Sex x weight 3 0. 01 0. 01 0. 04 0. 02 0. 01 
eight x breed 6 0. 01 0 . 04 0. 02 o.os 0. 02 
Error 58 o. o3 0. 03 0 .• 03 o.os 0 . 03 
Total 78 
Significant at the 5% level of probability. 
*Sb.:nif icant at the l % level of probability •. 
Lean 
thickness 
loin 
1 . 01 
0 . 64 
0 . 32 
0. 75 
0 . 48 
0. 36 
0. 34 
0 . 22 
0 . 53 
u, 
u, 
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The Durocs had a greater fat thicknes over the boulder than did 
the crossbred or Yorkshi s . The respective stim tes wer 0. 19 , -. OS 
and -. 1 in . Considering the lean thicknes , th Durocs also possessed 
the thick r measurement fol.lowed by the Yorkshires and crossbr ds . Th 
animals in the winter trial had i ificantly less fat thickness t han 
those in the ummer trial . The respective est imates were -. OS and 0 . 05 
in. 
There were no significant differences for the lean thickness of 
the loin (T ble 9) . The ov r - 11 mean for the experiment was 1 . 55 in . 
A live weight increased from 150 to 240 lb . , the fat thickness over the 
loin increased. The resp etlve stim tes from them an of 1. 59 in . were 
-. 33 nd 0. 33 in . The gil shad si nificantl l ss fat over the loin 
th n the barrows. the resp ctive estim tea being - .oa and o.oa in . This 
corresponds closely to th esult obtained for backfat thicknes . A 
significant breed differeno was not d . The Durocs had th gr t st 
fat thic ness followed by the Yorkshires and crossbreds .. These results 
also corre pond to the backfat m .asur m nts for the individ a1 br eds . 
In gen r l, as live weight increa ed o did the fat and lean 
thickne of the cut considered. Th g ilts pose sed 1ess fat t hickness 
and a rat r le n thickn s th n the barrows . The Duroas ere con ist-
nt with th gr at st fat thickn ss , th York h e had h second 
gre test fat thickness in the ha and loin nd the crossbr ds ere s cond 
in fat thickn ss ov r the s hould r . The animals in the winter trial h d 
le s outside fat cov r than did th ani als in th s er trial . 
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SubJective 
The only significant differ nee for si e firmne s (Table 10) 
occurred bet een weight groups . As liv wight increased• there was an 
increase in ide firmness . The deviation estimates were o. s1. o. so, -. 56 
and -. 45 for the 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . wight groups , respectively . 
The lower score indicates the firmer side . The mean for the experiment 
was 2 . 2 (firm 2. 0). Ham and loin firmne s were not significantly influ-
enced by any of the variables studied. The means for ham and loin firm-
ness were 2. 8 and 2 . 6, respectively. 
The data for feathering score (Tabl 10) indicated significant 
dif f .erenees between sex , breed and season . The barrows possessed more 
feathering than di the gilts . Bred differences revealed that the 
Durocs had the gr ate t degree of feathering followed by the Yorkshires 
and c breds . The animals in the summ r trial had a greater degree of 
feath ring than did those in the winter trial , the deviation estimates 
being 0 . 25 and -. 25 , respective1y, from the ov r - all mean of 2. 4 . These 
data indicated that th feathering score may be related to the percent 
fat , as th animals in the summer trial had higher percentage of fat 
as did the b rrows nd DuX'Ocs . 
Significant br d diff rences xisted for ham m rbling (Tabl 10) . 
The Durocs had the gr ate t degree of marbling followed by the Yorkshires 
and crossbreds . The respective estimates were 0 . 64 , -,, 27 and - . 37 from 
the ean of 2 . 3. These re ults correspond to those for percent fat for 
the individual breeds . 
Table 10 . Analyses of Variance for Side . Ham and Loin Firmness and 
Feathering and Ham and Loin Marbling Score 
Side Ham 
~ean sguares 
Loin Ham Loin 
Source d. f . firmness firmness firmness Feathering marbling marbling -
Season l 1 . 15 0 . 01 o. 76 4 . 76*)" 2. 89 0 . 04 
Sex 1 0. 97 1 . 69 0.67 3 . 06** 1. 52 0 . 99 
Weight 3 2 . 33t; 0.64 0 . 45 0 . 28 0 . 76 4 . 15 
,reed 2 0. 23 0. 81 0 . 14 6 . 19~"* 8.72** 49 . 34-** 
Season x sex l 0 . 70 0 . 2~ o.o9 1 . 06 0 . 16 0 . 42 
Season x weight 3 0 . 32 0 . 59 0 . 02 o.ss 0. 31 s. aa 
Sex x weight 3 0 . 37 0. 99 0 . 29 o .• 56 0. 68 2 . 21+ 
eight x breed 6 0. 34 0 . 48 0 . 27 0 . 61 0 .75 4 . 66 
Error 58 0. 59 0. 59 o.ss 0. 41 o.,ss 4. 94 
Total 78 
Significant at the 5% level of probability . 
:*significant at the 1% level of probability . 
c.n 
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he d ta for loin marbling (Table 10) indicated a significant 
breed difference . The Durocs had th gre t st degree of loin marbling 
foliowed by the crossbreds and Yorkshires . The deviation stimates were 
1. 62 , 0. 29 and - 1 . 91 for th Yorkshires , crossbr ds and Durocs, respec-
tively. The mean for loin marbl.ing for all experimental animals was 
4. 51 or between moder tely abundant and th lightly abundant l v 1 . 
Th lower score repr sents th higher degree of loin marbling . 
Tend mess 
Significant season diff rences wer noted for the medi land 
lat r l sher (Tabl 11 ). The animals in the winter trial were signifi-
cantl y less t nder than the ani als in th um r trial in both 
instanoes . The deviation estimates from th mean of 10 . 2 lb . for the 
m dial core were l . 71 and ~l . 71 for th winter and summer trial.a, 
pecti vely . The d viation e tim tes for the l tera1 core were - 2. 26 
and 2 . 26 lb .. for the summer and winter trial.s , respectiv ly . The 
ov r - all mean for the lat ral core was 13. 8 lb . From observ tion of 
the calculated an, it is evident that th medial cor wa mor tender 
than the lat ral core . This corresponds to work as reported by urphy 
nd Carlin (1961) . 
Correlations 
There w re no signific nt correlation 
nd vise ra, pluck or leaf- fat weight (Tabl 
b tw en dre sing percent 
12) . This indicat that 
the indi vidu l organ w ights did not appe r to greatly influence th 
dressing percent . Dressing pero nt was more highly ssociat d ith the 
Table ll . Analys s of V riance for the Shear Values 
of the edial nd Lateral Cores 
Mean s9.uares 
Source d . f . Medial 
Se son l 216 . 77M, 
Sex l 1.84 
Weight 3 3. 15 
Breed 2 13. 49 
Sea on X S X l 0 . 12 
Sea on x weight 3 13. 89 
Sex x weight 3 10 . 52 
eight x breed 6 6 . 80 
Error 58 6 . 05 
Total 78 
~ Significant at the 1% level of probabilit y . 
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Lateral 
379 . 12: 
1 . 87 
3 . 62 
19 . 07 
1 . 52 
7. 33 
9. 12 
9 . 59 
12 . 03 
backfat thickn ss than with the perc nt ft, altho h neith r wer 
significant . The EP weight of the shoulder was significantly correlated 
(0 . 24) with d ssing percent . Thee results are in agreement with 
Zobriske !!_ & • (1959c) who found that muscl , bone and fat also influ-
enc d dressing percent and that th component pres nt in the greate t 
quantity would , of course , be most influenti 1 . 
Results of th trimmed , eights (Table 13) indicate that th ham , 
loin and shoulder are significantly related to the percent EP of the sid , 
the corr l ation bing 0. 77 1 0 . 62 and 0 . 54 , respectively . The trimmed 
weight of the side is more clo el ssociated with th perc nt fat pr 
Table 12. Correlation Coefficients Between Various Slaughter and 
Cut-Out Wei~bts and Qualit y Scores of the Carcass 
Dressing Ham Loin Side Haro Loin 
percent marbling marbling firmness firmness firmness 
Viscera wt . -.11 -.07 o. os 0 . 01 0 . 10 -. 02 
Pluck wt. -.OS 0. 09 0 . 02 0 . 19 -. 04, o.os 
Leaf-fat wt . -.11 -.03 0 . 31:.H: 0 .18 0 . 01 0 . 16 
Feathering o.oa 0 . 37~~* -.33** 0 . 03 -.15 -. 08 
Backfat 0 . 11 0 . 35,•,* - .. 24* -.13 -.11 -.17 
Side thickness 0. 14 o. 38'';* -.30** -.21 -.13 -.17 
Percent fat 0 . 03 o. ~at,~': -.42*f; -.19 -. 25~': -.29* 
Average shear 0 . 36** 0. 18 - . 02 -.13 -. 04 -. 09 
Medial shear o. 35;':* 0.22 -.08 -.12 -.11 -. 09 
Lateral shear 0. 29* 0.11 0 . 03 -.10 0. 03 -. 07 
Ham firmness -.06 -.48** 0 . 381:* 0 . 42in': o.oo O. 71.p'o': 
Loin firmness -.03 -. 38~k 0 . 31** 0 . 4 '71'~* 0.74** o. oo 
Backfat 
-.03 
0. 01 
0 . 12 
0 . 53** 
o. oo 
0 . 47~''" 
0 . 78*": 
0 . 08 
0.14 
0 . 01 
-.11 
-.17 
Loin eye 
area 
-.12 
0 . 08 
-. 03 
__ 49,':~• 
-.66*--
-. 32** 
-. 77~'d: 
-.03 
-.os 
-. 01 
0. 13 
0 . 24; .. 
en ..... 
l::i· 
Table 12 (Continued) 
Dressing Ham Loin 
percent mar-bling marbling 
EP ham 0. 12 - . 391'* 0. 27* 
EP loin 0 . 09 -.46** o. 35~H.: 
EP shoulder o. 24~'c -.18 0. 11 
Trimmed loin - .oa -.41*1' 0 . J4fH~ 
*0 . 23 needed at the 5% level of significance . 
**0 . 30 needed at the 1% level of significance. 
Side 
firmness 
0. 12 
0 . 15 
0. 11 
0 . 01 
Ham Loin 
firmness firmness 
0 . 13 0. 24* 
0 . 13 0 . 19 
-.01 o.os 
0. 06 0. 11 
B.ackfat 
-. 68~':* 
-. sa,H: 
-. 461dc 
- •. 46** 
Loin eve 
area 
0 . 83** 
o. 81*1( 
o. 55f.:i~ 
0 . 64~': 
en 
~ 
side (0 . 54} than with pre n EP per ide (-. 49} . Thi point out that 
m ch of th trimmed side weight is compri ed of fat rath r than le n . 
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In addition to the relationship of the trim d cut weights to the quan-
tity of carcass lean, it a found that the trimmed loin weight (Table 
12) was significantly r 1 t to loin eye area (0 . 64) . As the eight of 
the loin increased the loin ye area also increased . The relationship 
as greater than that report d by Mccampbell and Baird (1961) and Varney 
et al . (1962) . The trimm d loin weight was significantly ssociated --
with loin marbling . The correlation was 0 . 34 , sug esting th ·t marbling 
inc~eases ith increasing wei ht . 
The EP weights of th ham, loin , shoulder and side (Table 13) 
hoed a higher rel tionship to the p rcent EP per ide than did th 
trinmed weight for the same cuts . The correlation for the rep ctiv 
traits and perc nt EP w r 0. 83, o . 78, 0. 67 and 0 . 64 . The relationship 
bet en EP of the ham, loin nd shoulder (Table 12) are significantly 
negatively correlated with the backfat thickne s , the coefficients being 
-.68 , - . 58 and - . 46 , re pectively. This indicated that s the backfat 
increased the EP w i ht of these cut decreased. 
The EP weight of the ham and loin were negatively correlated with 
ha marbling, -. 39 and - . 46; how ver, they were po itively correl ted 
with d e of loin marbling , 0. 27 an o . 35 , again ointing out relation-
ship with live weight . Examination of the measurement of fat content , 
namely, feathering. backfat, ide hicknes and percent fat (Tabl 12) , 
reveal d that the correlations between the abov traits and ham marbling 
are o. 37 , o . 36, o . 38 and 0 . 48 , while n gative corr lations exist for loin 
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Table 13. Corr lation Co fficient Betw n Various Sla hter , 
Cut- Out and C rca easures and Percent P and Ft 
Vise ra weight 
Pluck weight 
Trimmed ham 
Trimmed loin 
Tri ed shoulder 
Trimmed side 
Animal a 
te daily gain 
EP ham 
EP loin 
EP shoulder 
EP side 
Av. hon w ·ght 
P :rent bone 
C roass length 
Loin y area 
Fath rin 
Dre ing percent 
Backfat 
Side thickne s 
Fat thickne sham 
Lean thickness ham 
• .. - X !U 
Percent 
EP 
-. 01 
-. os 
O. 77im 
0 . 62*t'1 
0 . 54,~* 
0 . 04 
0 . 07 
o. aatu': 
o. 1a1: 
0 . 64*ie 
0 . 59** 
o.ss*· 
- . 54*n 
- . 02 
- . 50*• 
-. 79~* 
0 . 40•'-f: 
Percent 
fat 
-. 03 
0 . 06 
-. 78 
-. 49~n. 
-. 04 
-.11 
- • 76 it 
- . 631 * 
- . 72 ~* 
-. 67~f: 
- . 77r. * 
0 . 56-* 
0 . 03 
0 . 78 * 
0 . 48 · ~ 
o.aa* 
Fat thickness s oulde 
Lean thickness shoulder 
Fat thickness loin 
Lean thickness loin 
Average shear value 
Table 13 (Continued) 
p rcent 
EP 
- • 59i.·* 
0 • 35t:if 
-. 87** 
0 . 24* 
-. 04 
*0 . 23 needed at the 5% level of significance . 
~~: .. o. 30 needed at the lo level of significance . 
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Pe cent 
fat 
0 . 74** 
0. 91** 
.-. 24* 
0 . 03 
marbling , -. 33 , -. 24 , - . 30 and -.42 , respectively . The r sults suggested 
that ham arbling was influenced by the fat content of the animal , while 
the loin marbling is influenced u~re by the EP wight of the ham and 
loin , or more precisely by the dvancing weight of the animal . Leaf-fat 
weight, however , is significantly (0 . 31) correlated with the degree of 
loin marbling . 
Ham marbling (Table 12) was ne atively associat d with the fim-
ness of the ham and loin . The degree of marbling of the loin had a 
significant relationship ith firmness of the loin and ham, the correla-
tions being 0. 31 and 0. 38 , r spectively . Side firmness was significantly 
ssociated with both ha and loin firmness , he correlations bein 0 . 42 
and 0 . 47
9 
respectively . The relationship between loin firmness and ham 
firmn s (0 . 74) was highly significant . 
Backfat thickness (Table 12) was clo ely relat d to the amount of 
feathering , sid thickn sand percent ft of a carcass . The correlations 
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re o. 53 for fe t ering, 0 . 47 for ide thickn and o. 78 fo roent 
fat . Backf t w s ood predictor of the amo nt of fat present in th 
oarc ss . his agre with ork port d by Batcher et al . (1962), Wily --
!!. ...!.• (1 51) and Zobri ke ....!. !!_. (1960) . 
Carca s l ngth (Table 13) was i ificantly soc! ted with 
pere nt EP, the correl tion being o.ss . This comp res clo el to a 
correlation of 0 . 45 b twe n length and p rcent l an cut as re orted by 
B y ( l 60) . 
Another a urement which ap ared to be quite accurate in pr -
dieting th meatiness of a oarca s i that of loin y ar a ( ables 12 
and 13) . The correlation coeffici nt betw en loin ey ar a and the 
percent EP was 0. 01 . The loin ye area was n gativ ly assoc! ted with 
featherin , b ckfat, side thickness and p rcent fat, the coeffici nts 
being -. 49 , -. 66, - . 32 and - . 77 , res ec ively . Th ize of th loin eye 
rea wa i ificantly rel d to th firmne of the loin (0 . 24) . The 
EP weights of th ha , loin and boulder were ignif cantly r lated to 
the loin ye rea . The corr l tions were O. 83, O. 81 and O. 55, resp c-
tively. Thee sult gree with those re ort db Aunan and Winter 
(1949) nd Batcher ...t!:!.• (1962) that the me ureme of th loin ey 
r is a good indicator of the l an content of acre s . 
Th l an and fat measurement oft ham, shoulder and loin 
(Table 12) ho d potenti l in the prediction of rcent EP nd fat n 
the carcass . The 1e n thicknes of the ham, houlder and loin were 
si ificantly as oci ted i h the perc nt P, t coeffici nts being 
o . 40, o. 35 and o . 24 , respectiv 1 . Th fat thic n ss me ur ere more 
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clo el r lat d to the p rcent fat than the bove fi res were to perc t 
l an . Th fat thickness of the shouldert h m nd loin had correlation 
of 0. 7~, 0. 83 nd 0. 91 , respectively , with the percent fat . All but th 
shoulder were sup rior to backfat a a predictor of p rcent fat . 
The medial and lat ral sher valu s wer not significantly corre-
1 ted with ham or loin marbling or backfat . T only si nificant 
correl tions which exited were for dres ing ercent , being 0. 36 and o. 5 
for the medial and lateral hears, resp ct·vely. 
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SUi ARY AND COUCLUSIONS 
Thi experiment valu ted various qu ntity and quality oompon nt . 
of the carca s as influenced by live weight . Th ani als wer ala hter d 
at weights of 150 , 180 , 210 and 240 lb . Both ide w re assign d quality 
scores and th n sep r ted into n edible portion ( P)• fat and bone 
portion . In ddition to previously used le n and fat predictors , seven 
n w asurem nts were taken and th ir r sults oon id rd for us . 
Th r was a slaught rag differenc of 53 . 93 day betwe nth 
150 and 240 lb . animals . The animals in the winter trial , ich 
generally had less fat an more lean , were significantly old r than tho 
in the er trial. The magnitude of thi differenc was 15 . 52 days . 
The difference in lin of br ding must be tak n into consideration, 
but th po sibility that the later m turing animals may produc ti r 
care sses certainly doe xist . 
A live wei ht incr ased threw an incr as in dressing ercent 
swell as the weights of th vario s organs . 
There were no ignificant diff nee amon 1 weight group in th 
perc nt of pri 1 cut and percent EP pr side . Th p rcent fat per si 
did incr a e i ificantly with increa ing weight . Th rcent bon r 
si d creas d as liv wight increa ed . This latt r effect som hat 
oo pens t d for th increase in rent ft for th h avi r anima s . 
Th gilts poss s d a greater tri d wight of ham nd loin and 
a higher percentage of EP pr sid than th barrow . Th gi1t also had 
a long r carcass an a larger loin ey than the barrow which might 
p rtially ex.lain th greater loin weight . hey also b d a high r 
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percent ge of bone which o wh t equalized their matins vanta • 
Th barro had the mot ckf t , s w 11 as high r p rcent e 
of fat than the gilt . They had a ater trimmed b lly wight and a 
high r egree of feat ering, which parall led th amount of fat in the 
carcass . 
The crossbreds had the high t percentage of EP as well as the 
largest loin e area . They lso had th thinne t side measure nt . Th 
Durocs had the high st percentag of fat , tM gre test b ckfat thickn ss, 
th firme t side and th greatest degre of feath r ng and ham marbling . 
All oft ese traits r to be clos 1y r 1 t d . The York hires 
posses _d the re test trimmed loin wei ht , well a the .rat st 
care ss len th . The lso had t e greate t degr of loin marblin nd 
the hi h t perc ntage of bo e . 
Ev luation of th cut- out d t indicat d that th EP weights of 
the h , loin nd should r cav significant correlations ith th rcent 
p of th ide . Thes show a higher r l tion h·p to perce t EP than do 
the wei hts of the tri primal cuts . Th E oft e ham nd loin wer 
si ificantly corr lated ith loin y area . 
Te end rn soft em dial n lat ral core w not clos ly 
rel t d to the degree of marblin . Th lean thicknes a ur of the 
h m, shoulder and l in r not oo predictors of care s l n . Th ft 
thickne measure of these cut app a d to h ve merit as pr dictor of 
percent fat . 
In this tudy the quality of th lean from th li ht weight hog 
was s -cce table a that froo the h avier hogs . The li ht ei ht hogs 
had a lower percentage of fat , a sli htly higher pere nt ge of hon and 
approximately the same ercentage of EP s th heavier wight hog . 
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